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Abstract  
The aim of this paper is to compare two modes of activity 
forecast of the Internet users for the consultation of Web 
sites. The two modes exploit the phenomena of collective 
intelligence by using the combined last activity of a group 
of users as an indicator of the future activity. The first 
mode, called passive mode, consists in preserving the 
most popular objects consulted in the past by certain 
members of the group by hoping that they will be 
consulted in the future. The second, called active mode, 
aims at anticipating the download of the objects which 
correspond to the foreseeable evolution of the group's 
centres of interest. We present several metric allowing 
evaluating the effectiveness of the forecast as well as the 
results of a comparative study relating to 8 days of 
activity of 2000 users. 
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1 Introduction 

Many aspects of the human activity progressed thanks to 
the forecast techniques. Actually, human being cognitive 
operation naturally integrates processes of forecast which 
make it possible to anticipate recurring situations while 
identifying and then exploiting precursory indices. Such 
techniques can be useful in decision-making aided 
processes as heuristic to reduce the space of the possible 
future states of a system.  
 
 
Every one knows that all is not foreseeable, so far, but 
also, that all is not useful to forecast. Actually, it is 
necessary to evaluate the "energy" necessary to obtain a 
forecast, the success rate but also the impact of this 
forecast on the effectiveness of the decision. It is obvious, 
for example, that certain decisions can be satisfied with an 
average effectiveness of the forecast, whereas in other 
case the consequences of a bad forecast can be more 
critical. For instance, the errors of weather forecasting are 
less critical for the individual than for the air traffic. This 

shows clearly that the performance of the forecast not 
correlated from the context of use of the predicted data 
does not have much significance. In addition, the human 
activity being essentially non deterministic, it can appear 
hazardous to try to foresee it, even if the target and the 
range of the forecasts are restricted.  
 
 
In the context of these remarks, the aim of this paper is to 
compare two approaches of Internet users' web pages 
consultations forecast. To be more precise, our objective 
is not to foresee in advance all the pages which will be 
consulted but rather to identify a subset of pages (even 
weak) with the maximum of guarantees that they will be 
useful. Our validation process of the quality of the 
forecast is to verify on real consultations that a more or 
less large proportion of the predicted pages were actually 
consulted. The two strategies of forecasts (passive and 
activate modes) that we compare, are based on the 
implicit phenomena of collective intelligence. The idea is 
to use the joint activity of some users to make profiting to 
the others. The passive approach which is only based on 
the synergy of the individuals, is distinguished from the 
active approach where artificial agents are used to 
optimize the effects induced by the passive approach. We 
will show that the passive method that allows obtaining a 
probability to reuse a previously downloaded document 
near than 30 % (average hit rate of a regular proxy-cache) 
can be optimized through the active method.  In Sections 
2 and 3, we describe the approaches and the validation 
method. Next, we present some results. Before concluding, 
we present related works. 

2 Methodology 

2.1 Active approach  

The active approach that we propose is based on the 
detection of new trends in the variation of variables 
characterizing a user or a group. These detected trends 
make it possible to build a future profile of the user 



interest made up of a series of keywords. These keywords 
will allow, under certain conditions, to find in advance 
web objects thanks to a search engine that gives URLs 
that will be downloaded. These objects will be stored in 
the users' proxy-cache that plays an important role in 
terms of collective intelligence catalyser. The user profile 
is a vector of valued keywords established on the basis of 
analysis of the textual documents consulted over a given 
period. Significant keywords obtained after a basic lexical 
treatment (lemmatisation, etc.) are analysed in order to 
retain only the words corresponding to the dominant topic 
of interests. The vector of these keywords associated with 
a standardized frequency constitutes the profile. It can be 
individual or collective over a short or long term. In 
accordance with the conclusions drawn from a previous 
study [1], the size of these profiles is fixed at 10 items, 
knowing that a more significant size does not bring 
precision and weighs down the treatment. Taking into 
account these constraints, the frequencies evolutions of 
each profile variable (i.e. a keyword) can be described in a 
chronological reference mark. In the Figure 1, we have 
time for X-coordinate and the level of weighting in Y-
coordinate. We represented here the evolution of the 
frequency of appearance of the words “car” and “tree” 
over 4 days.  
 
 
  
  
 

Figure 1: Evolution of the variable “car” vs. “tree”. 
 
We see that the topic "car" is dominating compared to the 
topic "tree" for the last consultations. The method of trend 
detection is as follows. For a given interval of time and 
for each variable, we compute the increase of the weights. 
Only the variables observed as trend emerging upper than 
a certain threshold are preserved. For example, the 
threshold can be the average of the increases.  
 
In the Figure 2, we present the forecasting method. For 
each user, we calculate the predictive profiles 
corresponding to the emergent keywords compared with 
the previous period (period i, compared with period i-1). 
The most frequent keywords of this profile are used to 
supply a search engine which provides corresponding 
URLs which are finally downloaded to supply the proxy-
cache for the following period (period i+1). Moreover, we 
download only the URLs proposed by the search engine 
for at least 2 users, in order to take into account of the 
collective intelligence.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Forecasting method 
 
The objective is to download in advance the predicted 
URLs. Consequently, the objects are present in the proxy-
cache before the user requests them. The fact of checking 
that the user asks indeed for the predicted URLs is a mode 
of validation of the optimum of the method possibilities. 
Indeed the user does not know all the predicted URLs. It 
is extremely probable that many of not consulted URLs 
could be consulted if they were known. The method of 
forecast was implemented on a Squid proxy-cache and 
was tested in parallel with a not equipped proxy 
corresponding to the passive method. On the average the 
hit ratio of a regular proxy cache is about 30 %. This 
means that a document previously consulted by a group of 
users has about 30% of probability to be requested on the 
future (see for example [2] [3]). 

2.2 Passive Method 

The passive approach is the reference in our study. Its 
principle comprises a very low algorithmic complexity 
(shared memory stack of a regular proxy-cache) and 
makes it possible to evaluate the range of more 
sophisticated techniques. Indeed in this approach the 
prediction of the objects which should be consulted in the 
future is obtained purely by a synergy effect of the users’ 
actions. In other words, we consider that if an object has a 
shared interest in the past, it is likely to be consulted in 
the future. The passive mechanism of prediction thus 
consists in "simply" placing at the disposal of the users 
through the proxy, the most popular objects (consulted 
more than 2 times) over one former period of observation. 
We will note that this approach aims at replacing or 
combining "artificial" algorithmic complexity by the 
natural complexity of the human activity. This is the basic 
concept of the collective intelligence. 

3 Validation Method 

To evaluate our approach, we simultaneously replay 
traces of activity on a passive and active process (see 
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Figure 3). One of the interests of this comparative 
approach is to take into account similarly the requests on 
pages which would have disappeared from web servers. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3: Structures of test for the evaluation of the 
forecasting method 

 
We initially have a file of traces gathering the activity of 
2000 users over 8 days. The computation of the trends is 
carried out on the text/HTML documents which represent 
791,069 requests (227,325 documents). The experiment 
proceeds in the following way. The initial file is replay on 
the two processes simultaneously until reaching 7PM each 
day (time stamp in the file of trace). The replay is then 
stopped (simulation of the night) during time necessary to 
make the forecast computations and to find the 
corresponding objects. As explained previously the 
emergent words are calculated for each user by comparing 
during the 4 last hours the keywords (3-7PM) with the 4 
previous hours (11AM-3PM). For each user, 3 emergent 
words are given to a search engine which provides the 
corresponding URLs. The choice of these parameters will 
be detailed further. The URLs corresponding to at least 2 
users are downloaded and stored in the cache. After this 
operation, the replay of the file of trace restarts until the 
tag 7PM of the following day, etc. If a predicted URL is 
effectively consulted, the proxy-cache log will indicate a 
hit. As the intuition suggests it, variables as duration 
period for the estimate of the emergent words or the 
number of words provided to the search engine affect the 
effectiveness of the forecast. This is studied in the 
following section. 

4 Results 

The following figure indicates the forecasting accuracy 
according to the duration of the period in days of activity 
(since 1/8 of days = 0.125 to 3 days). We remark that the 

best results are obtained when the period is rather short 
and about 1/4 of days. The fall of performance for a size 
of lower period is due to a too significant reduction of the 
number of objects (too short period) what makes the 
forecast too vague. Thus, theoretically, with a number of 
infinite objects, the size of the period of the ideal forecast 
tends towards 0, but from a practical point of view, a too 
short period is difficult to manage. In addition the quantity 
of network activity is less penalizing when it is carried out 
in period of under activity. For all these reasons, we 
initially chose to carry out these calculations the night, 
over one reference period, 4 hours all the 24 hours (easy 
to test in an experimental context).  
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Figure 4: Percentage of forecast according to the period in 

days. 
 

At first sight, the percentage of URLs correctly predicted 
is very weak (less than 1 %). In fact, it should not be 
forgotten that it is here about single URLs. In reality, 
some URLs are consulted many times and others very 
little.  

 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 5: Impact of number of keywords on the forecast. 

 
Another problem to be solved is to evaluate the number of 
emergent keywords to provide to the search engine to 
obtain an effective forecast. A second experiment (see 
Figure 5), shows that 3 is a good choice. 
 
 
In what follows, value "A" represents the number of 
request generated over period i to obtain a quantity "B" of 
URL predicted over the period i+1. According to the 
precision of the used forecast method, we need a more or 
less significant number of requests (A) to obtain a given 
number of URLs (B). The variable "C" measures the 
number of consultation, carried out by the users on 
predicted URLs (B). Let us remember that these 
consultations are made in blind mode since users do not 
know that the URLs (B) are in the cache. We thus can 
define the ratio C/B as a first measure of the forecast 
efficiency. The figure 6 represents this ratio. The doted 
line represents the active approach whereas the plain line 
represents the passive one.  
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Figure 6: Evolution of the ratio C/B (effectiveness of the 

forecast) 
 
We remark that the passive approach is better quite all of 
the time. However, as we said it previously, a given 
quantity of predicted URL can be generated by a number 
more or less significant of requests (several requests 
corresponding to the same URL). By taking into account 
this parameter, we can compute the forecast output with 
the ratio B/A (number of predicted URL / number of 
requests to obtain the predicted URLs). As shows in the 
Figure 7, the passive method is more effective but it has 
an output 3 times less significant than the active method. 
This means that the passive method requires 3 times more 
requests to obtain a comparable effectiveness with the 
active method.  
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Figure 7: Evolution of the ratio B/A  

(Output of the forecast) 
 
Finally, we compute the C/A ratio between the number of 
requests on the URLs predicted (C) and the number of 
requests to obtain these URLs (A) (see Figure 8). We 
obtain a more precise vision of the effectiveness of each 
method. Indeed this metric take into account the 
effectiveness of the forecast by balancing it with the 
"energy" needed to produce the predicted URLs (a 
number of requests). We note that in 6 times out of 8, the 
active method is more effective. 
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Figure 8: Evolution of the C/A ratio (balanced 

effectiveness) 

5 State of the art and discussion  

Many works were carried out on the forecast of the web 
documents consultation. The practical applications of 
these works consist, for example, in proposing to the users 
links on potentially interesting objects or even to preload 
and store locally the corresponding objects. The studies 
on the prefetching, the pre-filling or the recommendations 
systems are included in these categories. Generally 
speaking, these techniques are sometimes difficult to 
compare in terms of effectiveness since what is measured 
can be very different. For example, the forecast of the 
consultation from a web server viewpoint cannot be 
compared with the forecast of the consultation from a user 
point of view. In the first case a simple statistical study on 
the access to the limited contents of the server can be used 
as an effective predictive value. In the second case, the 
user can potentially get the entire Internet what makes the 
forecast much more difficult.  
 
 
We can distinguish several architectures being able to 
imply a more or less strong interaction between the end 
user, the final server and the mediation systems (e.g. 
proxy-cache). For instance, some solutions run only on 
the user's terminal. Other techniques make it possible the 
origin web server to collaborate with the intranet proxy-
cache in order to transmit the more popular contents to 
them [4] [5]. The autonomous techniques give for the 
moment limited results in term of forecast but are easy to 
deploy. Indeed the installation on only one computer or 
only one site makes it possible to obtain all the possible 
benefit of the system. This approach has the disadvantage 
of generating overload traffic which contributes to pollute 
the Internet already quite charged. Collaborative 
techniques are very effective but needs to be deployed on 
all Internet web servers (potential accessible space). This 
very heavy constraint makes these solutions difficult to 
exploit. For example [6][3] modified HTTP protocol to be 
able to communicate the predictions between the web 
server and the browser.  
 
 
Several forecast methods can be used in these different 
architectural contexts (more or less autonomous). The 
main difficulty is here to identify the type and the quantity 
of data on which must be carried out the predictive 
analysis. The second problem is to identify the predictive 
model which will make the forecast. An example of basic 
predictive model is that there is a strong probability that a 
user consults in the immediate future the documents 
corresponding to the links contained in the consulted 
document. In this case the predictive data of the analysis 
are the pages in consultation and the analysis simply 
consists in parsing the document to extract the links (e.g. 
images included, links to other pages, etc) which will be 
downloaded as soon as possible. This model can be 
derived in a more or less complex way. Such a method 
can be used on a proxy-cache (WWW Collector [7] or 
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CacheFlow [8]) or directly on the final user's navigator 
(NetSonic Pro [9] and WebEarly 3 [10]). In the basic case, 
there is no additional band-width consumed because the 
accesses correspond just to an anticipation of the 
automatic browser requests. An approach a little more 
sophisticated consists in determining a subset of the links 
of the page in the course of consultation classified 
according to a degree of growing predictive estimation. In 
[6][12][4][13], the decision-making must be very fast and 
seldom makes it possible to use complex forecasts 
methods. Some studies [7] [2] shows that if all the links 
were pre-fetched, the hit rate would reach 69 % (45 % for 
the 10 best links and 20 % for the best 5) . 
 
  
Other approaches make a more elaborate selection of the 
links to pre-fetch. The Klemm's [14] webCompagnon 
evaluates the cost of pre-loading of each link and pre-
fetch only those which have a significant latency (high 
round trip time). This system is used on the user terminal 
and the author obtains a reduction of the latency time of 
50 % and an increase in the band-width consumed of 
150 %. Another method used by Cachflow [8] on its 
proxy-cache (Adaptative Refresh) consists in refreshing 
the most required documents automatically. In other cases, 
the documents detected as potentially interesting for the 
user, are preloaded for the vacant periods [15] [16]. This 
last more flexible approach in term of times of analysis 
makes it possible to use more complexes and resources 
consuming forecasts methods. An analysis of the URLs 
([17] [18]) or of the keywords [19] [2] contained in the 
past consulted documents is often used as bases of future 
activity. This profile of future consultation can be treated 
by algorithms based on clustering [16], learning [30] [20], 
decision trees [21], or hidden Markov chains [22] [23] in 
order to obtain decision rules to identify the future activity.  
 
 
Whereas the preceding methods aim at selecting a reduced 
subset of known resources to evaluate those which will be 
consulted soon, others aim rather to discover resources 
potentially useful [19] [26]. These techniques of forecast 
correspond to the needs for the systems of 
recommendation that are assimilated to information 
filtering systems because the ideas and the methods are 
very close [24]. There are two types of filtering: content-
based filtering and collaborative filtering. Content-based 
filtering identifies and provides relevant information to 
users on the basis of the similarity between the 
information and the profiles [25][26][27]. Collaborative 
filtering finds relevant users who have similar profiles, 
and provides the documents they like to each other [28] 
[29]. 

6 Conclusion 

Our forecasting method deals mainly with the 
identification of potential interesting web objects. Our 

results should be seen in the context where the potential 
target is that of the whole web knowing that human 
activity is highly non deterministic. Further work will 
consist in proposing the predicted object to user in order 
to evaluate the level of consultation whereas this work 
tested the consultation in blind mode. 
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